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Myers

Myers residential products include a wide range of water well, sewage, sump,
e�uent and utility pumps & accessories for residential use. Myers engineered

submersible solids handling pumps, grinder pumps and reciprocating pumps are
manufactured for municipal, commercial and industrial global markets. 

MYERS IS CELEBRATING 150 YEARS! 
Explore the Pentair Myers Legacy 

LEARN MORE

MYERS LEGACY

MYERS BRAND STORY JUMP TO
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Myers was founded in 1870 by Francis and Philip Myers in Ashland, Ohio. The brothers
and manufactured the �rst double-acting hand pump that delivered water on both th
Myers pump line grew and evolved over the decades to include wastewater removal a

RESIDENTIAL WATER SUPPLY PUMPS
Myers helps move water e�ciently and economically with its robust line of water
transportation products. 

4" SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS 

BOOSTER PUMPS 

MYERS BRAND STORY JUMP TO
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MOTORS AND CONTROLS

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 

TANKS
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ACCESSORIES

JET PUMPS 

RESIDENTIAL WATER DISPOSAL PUMPS
Myers offers a wide range of sump, e�uent, sewage and utility pumps &
accessories for residential use. 

SUMP PUMPS 

UTILITY PUMPS 

MYERS BRAND STORY JUMP TO
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EFFLUENT PUMPS 

ACCESSORIES 

SEWAGE PUMPS 
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GRINDER PUMPS 

COMMERCIAL PUMPS
Engineered submersible solids handling pumps, self-primers, grinder pumps and
reciprocating pumps for commercial applications. 

GRINDER PUMPS 

SOLIDS HANDLING PUMPS 

ACCESSORIES 

MUNICIPAL PUMPS
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Our wide range of Myers quality pumps and packaged systems provide an all
inclusive solution that meets the needs of today’s complex wastewater
transportation systems. 

GRINDER PUMPS 

SOLIDS HANDLING PUMPS 

ACCESSORIES 

INDUSTRIAL PUMPS
Our broad offering of reciprocating and centrifugal pumps are designed to
maximize operational e�ciencies and minimize downtime resulting in lower total
cost of ownership. 
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RESIDENTIAL RESOURCES
Distributor Customer Access
Residential Pump Selection Software
Quick Select Software
Training Opportunities
Pentair Learning Center Registration
Myers Resource Download Center 

FIND A DEALER

COMMERCIAL/MUNICIPAL RESOURCES
Distributor Customer Access
Myers & Myers Aplex Distributor Only Portals
Myers Wastewater Service Centers 
Myers and Myers Aplex Industrial Service Centers 
Wastewater Pump Selection Software

RECIPROCATING PUMPS 

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 

MYERS BRAND STORY JUMP TO
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Quick Select Software
Myers Online Catalog
Pentair Learning Center Registration
Myers Resource Download Center

FIND A DISTRIBUTOR

MYERS BRAND STORY JUMP TO
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